Abstract: A fuzzy logic-based color histogram analysis technique is presented for discriminating benign skin lesions from malignant melanomas in dermoscopy images. The approach extends previous research for utilizing a fuzzy set for skin lesion color for a specified class of skin lesions, using alpha-cut and support set cardinality for quantifying a fuzzy ratio skin lesion color feature. Skin lesion discrimination results are reported for the fuzzy clustering ratio over different regions of the lesion over a data set of 517 dermoscopy images consisting of 175 invasive melanomas and 342 benign lesions. Experimental results show that the fuzzy clustering ratio applied over an eight-connected neighborhood on the outer 25% of the skin lesion with an alpha-cut of 0.08 can recognize 92.6% of melanomas with approximately 13.5% false positive lesions. These results show the critical importance of colors in the lesion periphery. Our fuzzy logic-based description of lesion colors offers relevance to clinical descriptions of malignant melanoma.
Introduction
Diagnosis of early-stage melanomas is challenging, especially for melanomas which have an atypical presentation [1] [2] [3] [4] . Dermoscopy is an imaging modality that uses a simple hand-held device that eliminates surface glare and magnifies structures invisible to the naked eye. Although dermoscopy significantly improves diagnostic accuracy compared to naked-eye examination alone [5, 6] , average dermoscopic melanoma sensitivity for dermatologists and others seeing dermatology patients in three recent reader studies was only 71-85% and specificity 54-71% [7] [8] [9] . Non-specialist sensitivity and specificity is even lower; when compared to dermatologists, non-specialists were found to have a sensitivity for melanoma of 54% and a specificity of 73% [10] .
The relatively low diagnostic accuracy for discrimination of malignant melanoma demonstrates the uncertainty involved in skin lesion analysis. This low diagnostic accuracy is an important medical problem for society, since the incidence of cutaneous melanoma, 161,790 cases estimated in the US in 2017, vs. 140,860 cases for 2016, has risen every year since 1979 [11, 12] . In more recent advances, techniques such as deep learning have shown potential using pixel blocks from lesion images with disease labels for significantly improved skin lesion discrimination, achieving an area under the diagnostic ROC curve of approximately 0.91, exceeding the performance of dermatologists [8] . Even with the improvements in computer-assisted techniques for skin lesion classification, learning and application of specific features for skin lesion discrimination is important for clinicians and clinician training. Therefore, the investigation of computer-assisted techniques for the determination and analysis of specific skin lesion features is useful in the dermatology community. In this research, we focus on automatic detection of melanoma colors.
One of the most important features for detecting malignant melanoma is the skin lesion color. Some studies have examined the influence of shape and color for skin lesion discrimination and determined that shape is an important contributor for successful lesion assessment [13] . Contributors to this assessment may include melanomas that tend to have more colors present, often with different shades of tan, brown, brown or black and occasional patches of red, white or blue. Moreover, melanoma colors are present in chaotic patterns, classically described as "variegated" [14] . Many analytic color descriptors have been applied to melanoma detection, most often utilizing the red, green and blue (RGB) color space. These descriptors are among the most significant of all analytic descriptors of melanoma. Ferris et al., found that the top three statistical features for melanoma were all color feature characterizing color histograms and color asymmetry [7] . Analysis of various analytic and clinical features by Rubegni et al., showed that the single most significant feature was red asymmetry [15] . This research group used variables that capture the number and types of color elements within a lesion, to represent the chaotic pattern of color present within a lesion, related to the "color islands" previously described by this group [16] . Other color descriptors used to detect melanoma include variation of hues [17] , analytical color techniques for detecting color variegation [18] , RGB color channel statistical parameters [19] [20] [21] , spherical color coordinates and (L, a*, b*) color coordinate features [22] , percentage of the skin lesion containing absolute shades of reddish, bluish, grayish and blackish areas and the number of those color shades present within the skin lesion [23] . Color quantization for the different color shades examined in [24] was performed using the median cut color quantization algorithm [24] . Using a training set of lesions to populate a cumulative relative color histogram based on clinical melanoma and benign images [25, 26] and dermoscopy images [27] has been explored for determining melanoma and benign colors based on probabilistic and histogram region growing techniques for finding the percentage of pixels within the skin lesion that are melanoma colored [25] and the clustering of melanoma colored pixels within the lesion [26, 27] . Melanoma discrimination also has been investigated using fuzzy logic techniques to quantify the degree of association of lesion colors with benign lesions based on determining a membership function for benign color derived from a training set of benign lesions [28] . Color features sometimes are combined with other features such as texture, but when comparing texture and color alone the color features outperform the texture features [29] .
Using color to characterize melanoma is faced with two major difficulties. First, variations in lighting and slide processing make it difficult to characterize melanoma. The use of relative color [27, 30, 31] , where the average background skin color is subtracted from each lesion pixel, has been used to help compensate for color variability in the imaging process. The use of the relative color technique tries to remove variability of color due to different skin types as well as to lighting and image processing techniques [30] . Second, different melanomas have different color characteristics across skin lesions which makes it difficult to reliably use melanoma color features as distinct differentiators of melanoma. These difficulties highlight the need for color analysis techniques that do not explicitly identify colors representative of melanoma (or benign) lesions as the foundation for color-based skin lesion diagnosis. Fuzzy logic techniques can represent color with these inherent difficulties through quantization of degrees of association as melanoma or benign colors for skin lesion discrimination. This study extends the data-driven approaches from [25, 26] using a training set of images for determining relative color degree of association or membership as a benign color for finding the ratio of pixels within a skin lesion with a specified level of membership as a benign color to all pixels within the lesion that have a non-zero membership as a benign color [28] . This study introduces fuzzy logic techniques for relative color representation that incorporates spatial context for the clustering of pixels within specified regions of the skin lesion for color feature analysis. The goal of this study is to present advances in color features for melanoma and benign lesion discrimination that can be useful for clinicians in the diagnostic process.
The remaining sections of the paper include: (1) an overview of dermoscopy image acquisition; (2) the fuzzy logic technique for color histogram analysis and color feature determination; (3) an overview of the lesion region analysis; (4) the automated approach for melanoma detection; (5) experiments performed; (6) results and discussion and (7) conclusions.
Methodology

Dermoscopy Image Data
Imaging of skin lesions is anticipated to have an important role as a diagnostic aid for malignant melanoma. In this research, the red, green and blue (RGB) color space of dermoscopy images was used to analyze skin lesions. In the RGB space each dimension (R, G and B) typically uses 8-bits per pixel, providing 256 possible values for each dimension. Thus, there are a total of 256 3 or 16,777,216 possible colors in this color space.
This research uses dermoscopy skin lesion images with a typical size of 1024 × 768 pixels; all are digitized in RGB color space. The data set was selected at random from 2000 dermoscopy images from Skin and Cancer Associates (Plantation, FL) and the Dermatology Associates of Tallahassee, FL, in addition to images acquired from the EDRA Interactive Atlas of Dermoscopy [32] . The images from the EDRA Interactive Atlas of Dermoscopy were acquired from clinics in Europe using Heine Dermaphot equipment with various cameras. Both sets of images were obtained using non-polarized contact dermoscopy techniques. The study set includes 175 malignant melanoma images and 342 dysplastic nevus (benign) images. The melanomas are all invasive malignant melanomas, with no melanomas in situ. Thus the set of images in this study samples a heterogeneous population from a wide geographic area obtained with different techniques. Additionally, dysplastic nevi in the image set show some degree of "atypia", i.e., they have some degree of the color chaos/variegation found in melanomas. Thus the images chosen comprise a challenging diagnostic set of lesions. Figure 1 shows image examples from the image data set of a malignant melanoma (a) and a benign (dysplastic nevus) lesion (b). These images demonstrate the degree of difficulty of diagnostic assessment in this group of lesions. 
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Diagnostic Assessment
Skin Lesion Border Determination
In this research, skin lesion borders are found using the following procedure. A program called xborder developed by McLean [33] is used to choose points along the border manually. After choosing the points, a closed curve is formed using the points; the curve minimizes the spline curve function's second derivative. A dermatologist, working with a group of students, verified all borders drawn; modification to the borders were done according to the dermatologist's recommendation. The process therefore sought to find as accurate borders as possible without a known gold standard for border accuracy. This approach has been used in several skin lesion feature analysis studies [22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [33] [34] [35] .
For an M row by N column RGB image, I, each pixel in position (x,y) can be represented by a 3-tuple I(x,y) = (R (x,y) , G (x,y) , B (x,y) ), where 1 ≤ x ≤ N and 1 ≤ y ≤ M.
Relative Color
Differences in lighting conditions, cameras, film types, and skin colors should be taken into consideration when building a classification system of skin lesions; the system needs to be relatively tolerant to these variations. This is particularly true for our data set which came from three sources of lesions using digitized 35 mm photographic slides; we had no control over cameras used to capture original photographed skin lesion data. In order to make relative tolerance to these variations possible, a relative color method was used. The relative color of a skin lesion pixel is defined as the difference between that particular pixel value and the average value of pixels in the skin surrounding the lesion [28] . Let ROI denote the skin lesion region in the image and be referenced as ROI = {(x,y)|(x,y) ∈ I and (x,y) ∈ area inside the closed skin lesion boundary}. Then, the relative color for all skin lesion pixels is given as ROI rel (x,y) = (R rel(x,y) ,G rel(x,y) ,B rel(x,y) ) = (R (x,y) − R skin ,G (x,y) − G skin ,B (x,y) − B skin |(x,y) ∈ ROI), where −255 ≤ R rel(x,y) , G rel(x,y) ,B rel(x,y) ≤ 255. R skin , G skin and B skin are the average red, green and blue plane pixel values computed from the surrounding skin. Section 2.5, presents the procedure for finding the surrounding skin.
Relative color provides many advantages when used for analyzing skin lesions. First, differences resulting from variation in ambient light and their respected digitization errors are reduced when relative color is used. Second, errors in digitizing images from different film types or different film processing techniques can be minimized by relative color. Third, the mammalian visual system operates in a manner similar to the relative color technique. Finally, skin color varies among persons and relative color tries to minimize this variation and produce a skin-tone indifferent system.
Surrounding Skin Color Determination
Several empirical relationships were utilized to determine non-skin color, pixels in deep shadow, direct flash reflection and exogenous marks are eliminated. An existing dermatology image database was used under the supervision and guidance of a dermatologist to derive the skin pixel finder used in this research. The skin pixel finder has been applied to skin lesion analysis in other research [28, 34] . To approximate the surrounding skin color, the distance function is used twice. First, a 10-pixel wide area surrounding the lesion is removed from consideration, to allow for possible inaccuracy in border determination. Then the distance function is used to determine an annular region just outside the 10-pixel-wide region; the area of this outer annular region is 20% of the skin lesion size [28, 34] , which is the area used for surrounding skin calculation. If the lesion extends close to the image edge, the remaining non-lesion pixels within this annular region are used rather than the standard 20% of lesion size. The pixels determined by this technique are used to determine the average surrounding skin color (R skin , G skin , B skin ) pixel values.
Color Histogram Bin Determination
The relative color histogram for the set of benign lesions is used to develop the fuzzy logic techniques used in this research. Formally, let C bin denote the set of relative color bins, and let C bin(x,y) denote the relative color bin in which the pixel (x,y) of the skin lesion falls. Since each of the original axes has 511 possible values, quantization by dividing the axis by 4 will result in bins on the edges of the cube that are 4 × 4 × 3 and one bin in the corner of the cube that is 3 × 3 × 3. Upon examining the training set relative color histograms, the bin that contains the relative color −255 (before quantization) will not likely occur in dermoscopy images in the three planes R, G, and B; hence that cube is assigned the smaller dimension (3 3 ).
Color Histogram Analysis Technique
Fuzzy Set Description for Trapezoidal Membership Function
The relative skin lesion color was represented using a fuzzy logic-based approach, which was initially developed and reported in [28] . Let B represent a fuzzy set [36] having a trapezoidal membership function for relative skin lesion color, for the specified skin lesion class. This study utilizes the same trapezoidal membership function from [25] , which is derived using a data-driven process that assigns membership values to skin lesion relative colors based on frequency of occurrence in the training set of skin lesions. The colors within the color histogram bins defined in the Section 2.6 were assigned membership values using the following process: The training set of images for the specified class is used to populate the three-dimensional relative color histogram bins in batch mode; each bin will contain the sum of pixels with relative color mapping to that bin from all skin lesion regions in all the training images. A secondary histogram is defined as a histogram of the three-dimensional relative color histogram. The secondary histogram is a function of bins in the relative color histogram; it will indicate the number of bins containing x pixels in the relative color histogram.
The benign skin lesion from the training data is used to determine the fuzzy set B. The secondary histogram of the relative colors is used to assign the membership values. The membership function µ B (x) denoting the fuzzy set [36] is given as
where x is the bin frequency in the secondary histogram and F is the empirically determined bin frequency count for full membership in the benign fuzzy set B. F is set as the frequency count given that 5% of the secondary histogram of the benign skin lesions have frequency F or greater. Increased bin frequency (up to F) will be reflected as increased membership value in the specified class of skin lesion. Figure 2 shows a representative secondary histogram with the frequency count F labeled in (a) and the trapezoidal membership function generated in (b). The horizontal axis provides the frequency of occurrence (x) that a bin is populated over all benign images of the training set. The vertical axis in Figure 2a gives the number of bins with x "hits" per bin over the training set of benign images.
frequency of occurrence (x) that a bin is populated over all benign images of the training set. The vertical axis in Figure 2a gives the number of bins with x "hits" per bin over the training set of benign images. The trapezoidal shape compensates for the disparities in the 4 × 4 × 4 relative color histogram bins populations from the training set of images where relative color histogram bins with lower hits that are spatially near relative color histogram bins with a higher number of hits are designated with degrees of association (i.e., membership) as benign colors. These lower hit relative color histogram bins would be ignored in a crisp labeling, where a binary decision is made to include or exclude a relative color bin as a benign color.
Color Feature Determination
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The level of confidence of being in a skin lesion class B is given by the fuzzy clustering ratio feature. The fuzzy clustering ratio feature is computed as follows. Let M denote the set of relative color values that map into relative color histogram bins labeled with
for a specified α on B and (x,y) contained in the skin lesion. M is given by
Let P denote the set of relative color values that map into relative color histogram bins labeled with
and (x,y) contained in the skin lesion such that
Let L denote the set of pixel locations within the skin lesion region of interest with relative colors ROI rel(x,y) that map into M, formally
Let N ((x,y),r) denote the number of 8-connected neighbors within the square neighborhood of radius r for (x,y) ∈ ROI and N (M(x,y),r) denote the number of neighbors connected within the square neighborhood of radius r that are contained in the lesion region of interest for pixel (x,y) ∈ L, such that r = 0 refers to the pixel (x,y) itself, r = 1 refers to the eight-connected neighborhood of (x,y) and so on. By Equation (6), the neighbors of radius r for a point (x,y) ∈ L are excluded from calculating N (x,y) and N (M(x,y),r) if the neighbors lie outside of the lesion ROI. Then,
represents the total number (running sum) of neighbors for all pixels within the skin lesion with relative color values that map as colors of the specified class at the specified alpha-cut. The cumulative total number of eight-connected neighbors for all (x,y) ∈ L is denoted as
V includes all neighbors of pixels within the skin lesion that have a non-zero membership value in B for the specified lesion class. The fuzzy clustering ratio for a skin lesion is given as
Note that R(α,r) is computed based on the pixels within the skin lesion. The surrounding skin pixels are only used for computing the average surrounding skin color for determining the relative color of all pixels within the skin lesion. Thus, for α = 0, R = 1, provided that at least one pixel within the skin lesion has a non-zero membership value in B for a given radius r. If B represents the fuzzy set for benign skin lesion relative color as determined from the benign training set of images, then R(α,r) represents the degree to which the clustering of benign colors within square radius r of the skin lesion are the colors perceived to be associated with benign skin lesions. After determining B, the next step is to compute R(α,r) for all benign and melanoma skin lesions from the training data for a specified value of α. A threshold T is automatically determined from the ratios R(α,r) calculated from the training data. The procedure for finding T is presented in the following Section 2.7.3. Skin lesions are categorized as either benign or melanomas for the data set used in this research. A given skin lesion is classified as benign if R(α) > T. Otherwise, the skin lesion is labeled as a melanoma. A similar process is used to determine B, R(α), and T using melanoma skin lesion images as the training set. However, a given skin lesion would be classified as benign if R(α,r) ≤ T.
Threshold Determination Procedure
The ratios R(α) computed from the training data were sorted to facilitate automated threshold (T) selection. The approach used for automatically selecting T for a particular α is based on computing the true positive and true negative rates for the training data. The procedure for choosing the optimal T involves iterating T through the sorted ascending ratios R(α,r) from [0,1] in increments of 0.001. For each T, tp and tn are determined from the training images. T is chosen as the greatest threshold for which tn ≤ tp. The final melanoma and benign lesion classification results are obtained for the training and the test data using the final threshold T. The procedure is repeated for specified α values.
Lesion Region Analysis
After determining B and µ B from the training set of images for the specified class, R(α,r) is computed over different skin lesion regions, referenced as boundary area percentages, for skin lesion discrimination. The boundary area percentage is defined as the uniform skin lesion region closest to the boundary that contains a specified percentage of the lesion area. The boundary area region is found using the method developed in [37] with summary in pseudocode:
(1) start with the lesion border (2) compute the distance transform using 8-connected distance to get pixel distance from the lesion boundary inside of the skin lesion (3) starting with a distance of 0 (lesion boundary), determine the lesion boundary region with distance less than or equal to the current distance (4) compute the area of the resulting lesion boundary region (5) retain the lesion boundary region if its area is greater than the boundary area percentage (6) otherwise, increment the distance by 1 and repeat Steps (2)- (6) Steps (5) and (6) show that the process continues until the area percentage criterion has been satisfied. Figure 3 shows examples of boundary area percentages of 10%, 25% and 75% of the lesion area; only the areas shown in white are used for feature calculations; the remaining lesion interior is excluded from feature calculations.
Threshold Determination Procedure
Lesion Region Analysis
After determining B and μB from the training set of images for the specified class, R(α,r) is computed over different skin lesion regions, referenced as boundary area percentages, for skin lesion discrimination. The boundary area percentage is defined as the uniform skin lesion region closest to the boundary that contains a specified percentage of the lesion area. The boundary area region is found using the method developed in [37] with summary in pseudocode:
(a) (b) ( c) Figure 3 . Boundary area percentage examples using 10% (a), 25% (b) and 75% (c) of the lesion area for analysis (white region). (This is the same lesion as in Figure 1 ).
Experiments Performed
For this research, 175 melanoma and 342 benign dermoscopy images are analyzed. The fuzzy logic-based analysis technique is evaluated on 25 randomly chosen training/test sets with a 90/10 ratio. The relative color fuzzy set B with trapezoidal membership function is determined from the benign training images using the entire skin lesion. Variables are assigned as follows: α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1, r = 0, and 1 and boundary area percentage 10%, 25%, 75%, and 100%; classification of test lesions as melanoma or benign is based upon the optimal threshold T, Section 2.7.3. The entire process is repeated, this time using the melanoma training images to determine B. 
For this research, 175 melanoma and 342 benign dermoscopy images are analyzed. The fuzzy logic-based analysis technique is evaluated on 25 randomly chosen training/test sets with a 90/10 ratio. The relative color fuzzy set B with trapezoidal membership function is determined from the benign training images using the entire skin lesion. Variables are assigned as follows: α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1, r = 0, and 1 and boundary area percentage 10%, 25%, 75%, and 100%; classification of test lesions as melanoma or benign is based upon the optimal threshold T, Section 2.7.3. The entire process is repeated, this time using the melanoma training images to determine B. Figure 4 presents the average test results over 25 trials for r = 0 and α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 for boundary area percentages of 10%, 25%, 75%, 100% in (a)-(d), respectively. Figure 5 shows the average test results over 25 trials for r = 1 and α = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 for boundary area percentages of 10%, 25%, 75%, 100% in (a)-(d), respectively. In Figures 4a-d and 5a-d , the horizontal axis provides the alpha-cut value, and the vertical axis gives the correct percentage discrimination rate. For each alpha-cut, the following labeling scheme is used: (1) the average correct melanoma rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the benign training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCN-Melanoma; (2) the average correct melanoma rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the melanoma training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCM-Melanoma; (3) the average correct benign rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the benign training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCN-Benign; and (4) the average correct benign rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the melanoma training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCM-Benign. Note that other boundary area percentage areas, including 50%, were tested, but the results were not improved over the tables presented in this study. Figures 4a-d and 5a-d , the horizontal axis provides the alpha-cut value, and the vertical axis gives the correct percentage discrimination rate. For each alpha-cut, the following labeling scheme is used: (1) the average correct melanoma rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the benign training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCN-Melanoma; (2) the average correct melanoma rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the melanoma training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCM-Melanoma; (3) the average correct benign rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the benign training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCN-Benign; and (4) the average correct benign rate found based on computing R(α,r) using the melanoma training images for determining the fuzzy set B is denoted as FCM-Benign. Note that other boundary area percentage areas, including 50%, were tested, but the results were not improved over the tables presented in this study. The experimental results shown in Figures 5 and 6 highlight several observations. First, from Figure 4 the average correct melanoma and benign rates are higher when computing R(α,r = 0) based on determining B using the benign training set of images than the rates based on the melanoma training set of images for all boundary area percentage cases examined. In particular, the disparity between the melanoma correct rates for the benign and melanoma training approaches, respectively, for determining R(α,r = 0) increases with the boundary area percentage examined, with the greatest disparity observed for the 100% boundary area percentage case (entire lesion). A similar trend is observed between the benign correct rates for the benign and melanoma approaches, respectively. Using the benign training images to determine B for computing R(α,r = 0) may yield better discrimination capability because relative colors may be more consistent in benign lesions than in melanoma lesions. The experimental results shown in Figures 5 and 6 highlight several observations. First, from Figure 4 the average correct melanoma and benign rates are higher when computing R(α,r = 0) based on determining B using the benign training set of images than the rates based on the melanoma training set of images for all boundary area percentage cases examined. In particular, the disparity between the melanoma correct rates for the benign and melanoma training approaches, respectively, for determining R(α,r = 0) increases with the boundary area percentage examined, with the greatest disparity observed for the 100% boundary area percentage case (entire lesion). A similar trend is observed between the benign correct rates for the benign and melanoma approaches, respectively. Using the benign training images to determine B for computing R(α,r = 0) may yield better discrimination capability because relative colors may be more consistent in benign lesions than in melanoma lesions. (FCN-Benign) for all boundary percentage area cases using the benign training images to determine the fuzzy set B. For fuzzy ratio R(α,r) calculations, the numerator S(α,r) and the denominator V(r) are dependent on the training set for the specified class of images used to determine B. Every pixel within every training image of the specified class of images has a nonzero membership in B. Accordingly, V(r) is equal to the lesion area for those training images, and each pixel within every training skin lesion is included in S(α,r) for some range of α > 0. This is not necessarily true for the non-specified class of training images and the melanoma and benign test images. Because the training fuzzy ratios R(α,r) for the specified class of training images are slightly skewed from the test benign fuzzy ratios R(α,r), the threshold T determined from the training set of images may not be as reflective of the test fuzzy ratios for the specified class of images as for the non-specified class of images. A similar trend is observed from Figures 4 and 5 for r = 0 and r = 1 for the true positive (FCM-Melanoma) and true negative (FCM-Benign) rates for all boundary percentage area cases except for the 10% case using the melanoma training images to determine B, where the true positive rate exceeds the true negative rate for α > 0.4. This trend could be attributed to the approach used for deriving the fuzzy set B and the membership function μB. There are fewer melanoma images than benign lesion images, and the 10% boundary area cases results in fewer relative color histogram bins being populated, yielding most relative colors as having low membership in B. Thus, melanoma and benign lesions have similar R(α,r) for small values of α (α < 0.4), leading to low melanoma discrimination rates.
Results and Discussion
Third, for r = 0 the highest true positive and true negative rates are achieved for the 100% boundary area case, with the highest melanoma discrimination rate of 80.8% at α = 0.6 and the highest benign discrimination rate of 74.6% at α = 0.4. The r = 0 case corresponds to computing the fuzzy ratio introduced in previous research for clinical images [28] . These results for the dermoscopy images are slightly lower than the true positive and true negative results achieved applying this feature to skin lesion discrimination in clinical images, where the highest true positive results obtained were 91.74% with a corresponding true negative rate of 77.49% at α = 0.05 [28] . The dermoscopy image results for r = 0 are likely lower compared to the clinical image results reported in [25] because there are wider color variations in dermoscopy images than in clinical images. The resulting cumulative histograms from the training set of lesions have fewer relative color bins with a high number of hits, so there are a smaller number of relative histogram color bins with high membership. This particularly true for the melanoma lesion images, which tend to have greater Second, from Figures 4 and 5 for r = 0 and r = 1, the test true positive rate (FCN-Melanoma) exceeds the true negative rate (FCN-Benign) for all boundary percentage area cases using the benign training images to determine the fuzzy set B. For fuzzy ratio R(α,r) calculations, the numerator S(α,r) and the denominator V(r) are dependent on the training set for the specified class of images used to determine B. Every pixel within every training image of the specified class of images has a nonzero membership in B. Accordingly, V(r) is equal to the lesion area for those training images, and each pixel within every training skin lesion is included in S(α,r) for some range of α > 0. This is not necessarily true for the non-specified class of training images and the melanoma and benign test images. Because the training fuzzy ratios R(α,r) for the specified class of training images are slightly skewed from the test benign fuzzy ratios R(α,r), the threshold T determined from the training set of images may not be as reflective of the test fuzzy ratios for the specified class of images as for the non-specified class of images. A similar trend is observed from Figures 4 and 5 for r = 0 and r = 1 for the true positive (FCM-Melanoma) and true negative (FCM-Benign) rates for all boundary percentage area cases except for the 10% case using the melanoma training images to determine B, where the true positive rate exceeds the true negative rate for α > 0.4. This trend could be attributed to the approach used for deriving the fuzzy set B and the membership function µ B . There are fewer melanoma images than benign lesion images, and the 10% boundary area cases results in fewer relative color histogram bins being populated, yielding most relative colors as having low membership in B. Thus, melanoma and benign lesions have similar R(α,r) for small values of α (α < 0.4), leading to low melanoma discrimination rates.
Third, for r = 0 the highest true positive and true negative rates are achieved for the 100% boundary area case, with the highest melanoma discrimination rate of 80.8% at α = 0.6 and the highest benign discrimination rate of 74.6% at α = 0.4. The r = 0 case corresponds to computing the fuzzy ratio introduced in previous research for clinical images [28] . These results for the dermoscopy images are slightly lower than the true positive and true negative results achieved applying this feature to skin lesion discrimination in clinical images, where the highest true positive results obtained were 91.74% with a corresponding true negative rate of 77.49% at α = 0.05 [28] . The dermoscopy image results for r = 0 are likely lower compared to the clinical image results reported in [25] because there are wider color variations in dermoscopy images than in clinical images. The resulting cumulative histograms from the training set of lesions have fewer relative color bins with a high number of hits, so there are a smaller number of relative histogram color bins with high membership. This particularly true for the melanoma lesion images, which tend to have greater color variation than benign lesion images. The r = 0 case provides for all pixels within the lesion that satisfy the alpha-cut constraint in the numerator of R(α,r) and provide for any degree of membership in B in the denominator V(r) without taking into account spatial context for feature determination. As a result, there is less variation in R(α,r = 0) for the benign and melanoma images for different values of α. The experiments for computing R(α,r = 1) incorporate only some spatial context for feature calculations which allows for clustering of neighboring pixels with membership values that satisfy the α constraint.
Fourth, for r = 1 the highest true positive (FCN-Melanoma) and true negative (FCN-Benign) rates are achieved for the 25% boundary area case using the benign images as the training set of images to determine B, with the highest true positive rate of 91.29% at α = 0.4 and the highest true negative rate of 86.9% at α = 0.2 and 0.4. The true negative rates using the benign images as the training set of images are consistently higher at the 25% boundary area case for all alpha-cuts than for the other boundary area percentage case. The feature R(α,r) for r = 1 is computed as the sum of the number of eight-connected neighbors that satisfy the alpha-cut criterion for each pixel within the lesion that satisfies the alpha-cut criterion divided by the sum of eight-connected neighbors that have non-zero membership in B for each pixel within the lesion that has non-zero membership in B. This feature is similar to a crisp color clustering ratio investigated in previous research [26, 27] .
In order to determine if any improvement in lesion discrimination can be achieved based on refining the alpha-cut criterion, an experiment was performed for the r = 1 case using α = 0.02, 0.05, 0.08, and 0.15. Figure 6 shows the average and standard deviation true positive (FCN-Melanoma) and true negative (FCN-Benign) results for r = 1 and α = 0.02, 0.05, 0.08, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 based on using the benign images as the training set of images to determine B. Note that the true positive and true negative results for α = 0.1 and 0.2 are contained in Figure 5b . From Figure 6 the highest true positive rate of 92.6% is obtained for α = 0.08 with a corresponding true negative rate of 86.5%. This combination of r = 1 and α = 0.08 also yielded the highest overall weighted true positive and true negative correct recognition rate of 88.51%, compared to the combination r = 0 and α = 1 giving the highest weighted correct recognition rate of 73.73%. These results highlight the significant lesion discrimination capability of the fuzzy clustering ratio, incorporating spatial information using neighbor clustering (r = 1) over individual pixel-based color descriptor determination (fuzzy ratio) for enhancing skin lesion discrimination.
The color clustering ratio is based on using both melanoma and benign training set of images for populating a cumulative relative color histogram, probabilistic labeling of the relative color histogram bins as melanoma or benign colors with melanoma and benign color region growing within the histogram for final melanoma and benign color bin assignments. The clustering ratio feature is computed over the boundary region of interest to determine clustering of melanoma colors. For each melanoma pixel, i.e., for each pixel that maps as a melanoma color, the sum of eight-connected pixels that map as melanoma colors is calculated and added to the cumulative sum for all melanoma pixels in the boundary region. This total is divided by the total of all eight-connected neighboring pixels for all melanoma pixels in the region. Applying the color clustering ratio to skin lesion discrimination in dermoscopy images yielded true positive, true negative, and overall classification rates as high as 87.7%, 74.9%, and 81.3%, respectively, for the 75% boundary area percentage case [27] . The fuzzy logic-based approach improves the skin lesion discrimination capability over the crisp clustering ratio. The fuzzy logic-based approach achieves the true positive highest results in the outer 25% of the lesion, which is consistent with the color clustering ratio results obtained for clinical images [26] .
The utility of the fuzzy logic-based approach is that the model used for feature calculations is data-driven based on the class of interest to determine the fuzzy set B and its corresponding membership function µ B and only requires information about the remaining class to find the threshold T for discrimination. In the feature calculation process, no decision is necessary to label colors as melanoma or benign. Rather, the data-driven process provides for the degree of association of different colors as melanoma or benign, depending on the class used to determine B, based on the frequency of occurrence in the training set of images. Because relative color is used for mapping RGB colors at each pixel location in the lesion to relative color bins, this framework can easily be updated as additional image data is acquired, adapting to the variations in image acquisition such as lighting and the types of lesions that may be observed in particular geographic locations. colors at each pixel location in the lesion to relative color bins, this framework can easily be updated as additional image data is acquired, adapting to the variations in image acquisition such as lighting and the types of lesions that may be observed in particular geographic locations. Overall, R(α,r) yields higher true positive results for r = 1 than for r = 0 for all corresponding boundary area percentage cases and alpha-cuts, indicating that quantifying the grouping of similar colors provides more significant discrimination information than quantifying isolated color information. Experimental results also show that the outer 25% of the lesion enhances discrimination capability. Previous research with color feature analysis in clinical images showed that the outer 10% of the skin lesion yielded the highest melanoma discrimination capability [26] . Finally, the fuzzy logic-based approach provided higher discrimination (true positive and true negative results) when computing R(α,r) based on determining B using the benign training set of images over the melanoma training set of images. This finding may be attributed to the presence of specified color clusters in benign lesions more consistently than in melanoma lesions. The features computed using the melanoma and benign training sets of images provide complementary information because only the specified class of training lesion images is used to populate the relative color histogram to determine B. Experimental results presented here provide further confirmation of the effectiveness of relative color, since the image sets were acquired from different patient populations via significantly different imaging systems.
The results found in the current study have relevance for clinicians. First, our results confirm results from a previous study that found that white or hypopigmented areas in the outer three deciles of the lesion were needed for the best discrimination of melanoma vs. benign [38] . Second, we have confirmed the clinical impression that colors within the lesion periphery, specifically the outer lesion deciles, are important in describing benign lesions, since a circumferential "hazy border", with coloration intermediate between that of skin and lesion, implies a benign lesion [32] and a "pink rim" is a sign of a melanoma [39] . Third, the patches or clusters of color that matter most are larger than a single pixel but still relatively small, in the single-digit range, as in the "peppering" of early malignancies [40, 41] . Thus a fuzzy logic-based description of lesion colors offers relevance to clinical descriptions of malignant melanoma.
Conclusions
In this research, a fuzzy logic-based color analysis approach was investigated for differentiating benign skin lesions from melanomas in dermoscopy images. The proposed approach extends previous research using a fuzzy clustering technique based on a trapezoidal membership function to represent relative skin lesion color for a specified class of lesions and the degree to which relative skin lesion colors are from the specified class. Color histogram analysis on a training set of images for a specified class provided the basis for skin lesion color membership assignment. A fuzzy ratio Overall, R(α,r) yields higher true positive results for r = 1 than for r = 0 for all corresponding boundary area percentage cases and alpha-cuts, indicating that quantifying the grouping of similar colors provides more significant discrimination information than quantifying isolated color information. Experimental results also show that the outer 25% of the lesion enhances discrimination capability. Previous research with color feature analysis in clinical images showed that the outer 10% of the skin lesion yielded the highest melanoma discrimination capability [26] . Finally, the fuzzy logic-based approach provided higher discrimination (true positive and true negative results) when computing R(α,r) based on determining B using the benign training set of images over the melanoma training set of images. This finding may be attributed to the presence of specified color clusters in benign lesions more consistently than in melanoma lesions. The features computed using the melanoma and benign training sets of images provide complementary information because only the specified class of training lesion images is used to populate the relative color histogram to determine B. Experimental results presented here provide further confirmation of the effectiveness of relative color, since the image sets were acquired from different patient populations via significantly different imaging systems.
In this research, a fuzzy logic-based color analysis approach was investigated for differentiating benign skin lesions from melanomas in dermoscopy images. The proposed approach extends previous research using a fuzzy clustering technique based on a trapezoidal membership function to represent relative skin lesion color for a specified class of lesions and the degree to which relative skin lesion colors are from the specified class. Color histogram analysis on a training set of images for a specified class provided the basis for skin lesion color membership assignment. A fuzzy ratio for r = 0 and 1 was computed to reflect the area of the skin lesion with a specified degree of association to specified class color to the overall area of the lesion with any degree of color for that specified class. An automated thresholding technique, using the intersection between true negative and positive rates, was developed to differentiate benign skin lesions from melanomas based on the computed ratios over a training set of images. The thresholding determined from the training data is applied to the test data. Experimental results (as summarized in Figures 4-6 ) demonstrate that this technique can be used to successfully differentiate benign skin lesions from melanomas with true positive rates as high as 92.6% for the outer 25% of the lesion with r = 1 and α = 0.08 based on the benign set of training images to determine B. These results provide a substantial improvement over the baseline fuzzy ratio feature for r = 0.
Future work on fuzzy logic-based color analysis will extend this research to larger data sets and explore combinations of percentile-based features, e.g., decile-based calculated features, as well as features based on various radii.
